Champion Powersleek Sports Bra

Moving Comfort
Fiona

Enell Sport Bra

Patagonia
Active Sport
High Impact Bra

Adidas Simia
Wired Bra

Nike Zip Front Bra

details

$40;
www.champion
usa.com

$44;
www.moving
comfort.com

$60;
www.enell.com

$50;
www.patagonia.com

$40;
www.adidas.com

$45;
www.nike.com

SUPPORT

Impressive—our
D-cup tester could
run in it, no problem.

Combo of polyesterspandex material
and hook-and-eye
closures in back hold
up well for low- and
medium-impact
activities like Pilates
and cycling.

Above average,
thanks to the
superclose fit and
11 hook-and-eyes
in front.

Despite having
adjustable straps,
it only stops jiggle
for low-impact
activities like yoga
and strength
training.

With help from
an underwire and
wide adjustable
straps, this bra
handles anything up
to medium-impact
like a Spinning or
ballet class.

Thanks in part to the
adjustable straps, it
works for mediumimpact activities like
power-walking and
inline skating.

COMFORT

Keeps you cool and
wicks sweat well;
ample, adjustable
straps and band,
and nylon-polyester
material make for a
great fit. It’s so comfy
that a few testers
forgot they were
even wearing it.

Wicks sweat nicely
and breathes well.
Testers loved the
easily adjustable
(Velcro in front)
wide straps but
complained
about the straps’
uncomfortable
seams.

Extreme compression and dense
polyester-spandex
material combine for
poor sweat-wicking
and next to no
breathability. Plus,
the superwide straps
aren’t adjustable.

Very breathable and
wicks impressively;
also has a super
comfortable elastic
band beneath
breasts.

As comfortable as
your everyday bra
but with more wicking power—mesh
weave on the back
acts like an air
conditioner while
you sweat.

Easy to get on, but
straps are cut too
close to the neck and
there is some gapping on sides and
back (the band’s not
adjustable); wicks
well. One catch: Our
tester said it made
her feel a little warm.

LOOKS

Beware the uniboob.
Plus, the no-frills
style definitely isn’t
couture.

Bland, basic styling;
no breast separation.

Ugh. Fabric nearly
up to your collarbone and shininess
that recalls an 80s
prom gown.

Testers’ favorite bra,
stylewise, thanks to
the racer back and
cool colors.

Pretty basic. Our testers loved the way
encapsulated cups
lift and separate for
a great look under a
workout top.

Nice zip-in-front
style, but otherwise
plain.

SIZES

34C to 44DDD

32C to 44DD

32C to 50DDD

32C/D to 40C/D

32 to 38A, B, and C

32A to 40DD
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